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Abstract
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Many software engineering research tools are
stand-alone applications that have trouble interoperating with other development tools and
do not fit well into the software developers’ established work processes. Our main hypothesis
is that in order for new tools to be adopted effectively, they must be compatible with both
existing users and existing tools.
Typically, software engineering teams in an
organization share a set of common applications for their development activities that
are a permanent part of each developer’s everyday workflow. Among these applications
are shrink-wrapped office tools such as Lotus
Notes, which are used for, among other tasks,
email, scheduling, and project reports and presentations. These office tools, are highly integrated and offer a mature, well-tested working
environment, which can be customized to an
extent that allows to provide support for advanced software engineering tasks.
This paper describes RENotes, a reverse
engineering tool built by customizing Lotus
Notes. RENotes targets software developers
who use Notes as part of their work environment. We describe Notes’ features and how
they can be leveraged to layer new reverse
engineering functionality on top.

It takes a lot of effort to go from the conceptual design for a new software engineering technique to the development of tools that
supports the technique and finally adoption of
the tool in industry. Researchers that strive
to have their tools adopted struggle to develop tools that satisfy the requirements that
software engineers in industry place on them.
Common examples of adoption hurdles include
difficult installation, lack of documentation,
unpolished/awkward user interfaces, and poor
interoperability with existing tool infrastructure. As a result, most research tools require a
significant learning curve while disrupting the
established work process of the software engineer.
Tool development is a significant investment
and should focus on the novel features of the
tool. Unfortunately, the development of a baseline environment, albeit often trivial to accomplish, requires significant effort before toolspecific functionality can be tackled. This is
especially true for GUI-based tools that use a
visual manipulation paradigm.
In this paper, we outline a software development approach that leverages a widely-used,
shrink-wrapped office tool—Lotus Notes—
by building a software reengineering tool,
RENotes, on top of it. Notes is the host application that provides the baseline environment, including features such as documentbased database, collaboration, search, and se-
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Introduction

curity. RENotes leverages Notes to provide
software reengineering functionality such as artifact filtering and graph manipulation.
We believe that tool implementations that
follow this approach have desirable features
from the user and developer point of view.
Spinellis draws a similar conclusion for the field
of visual programming tools [21]:

ticated customization mechanisms. (Such tools
have been also referred to as user-tailorable
computer systems [14].)
Support for customization can be divided
into non-programmatic and programmatic customization mechanisms. Non-programmatic
customization is accomplished, for example, by
editing parameters in startup and configuration files or with direct manipulation at the
GUI level. Programmatic customization involves some form of scripting or programming
language that allows the modification and extension of the application’s behavior. Programmatic customization is more powerful, but requires a significant effort. There is an initial
cost in acquiring the necessary customization
skills, followed by development and maintenance costs of the customization.
It is an interesting question to what extent
users customize their applications. Page et al.
studied the customization changes that users
made to the WordPerfect word processor [18].
A surprising 92 percent of users in their study
did some form of customization, with 63 percent using macros. They summarize their findings with “users who most heavily used their
systems have the highest levels of customization” and “customization features that were
simple to adapt (like the Button Bar) tended to
have higher incidences of tailoring.” The above
study suggests that tool builders should expect
that users want to customize their software;
thus, tools should offer extensive customization
support while making it simple and fast to use.
An early commercial product that allowed
users to create customized applications was HyperCard, thus making “everybody a programmer” [8]. The Emacs text editor can be customized both by parameter setting and by programming in Emacs Lisp. Similarly, the AutoCAD system can be customized with AutoLisp.
An example of a highly customizable research
tool is Rigi [24] [23]. The Rigi graph editor allows customization by exposing its graph model
and user interface with a Tcl/Tk API. Furthermore, Rigi graphs have a generic model that
can be customized to different domains. Specification files describe the kinds of nodes and
arcs that constitute a certain domain.
Tool builders have recognized the importance of making their software customizable

“As many visual programming environments are research-oriented,
proof-of-concept
projects,
they
cannot easily compete with the
commercially-developed,
polished,
and supported commercial IDEs.
In contrast, visual programming
based on the reuse of proven existing
components in a widely adopted
IDE levels the playing field and
allows research to focus on program
representations and methodologies
that can increase productivity rather
than supporting infrastructure.”
The reminder of the paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 gives more background information that guides our research. RENotes,
our case study, implements part of the functionality of the Rigi reverse engineering tool.
Therefore, Section 3 gives a brief introduction
of Rigi and its functionality. In Section 4 we
further introduce Notes as the host application
for the RENotes case study. We first analyze
the baseline environment that Notes provides
and then discuss in Section 5 in detail how
we customized Notes to build RENotes. Section 6 reviews related work. Finally, Section 7
summarizes our development experiences and
RENotes’ potential of improved adoption.

2

Background

This section discusses what we mean by tool
customization and categorizes both the socalled host applications and the targeted users
in more detail in order to provide a better understanding of the requirements of our research.

2.1

Tool Customization

A prerequisite for our proposed tool development method is that the host tool offers sophis2

and by now many popular tools (such as Microsoft Office, Lotus Notes, Adobe Acrobat,
and Macromedia Dreamweaver) offer scripting
support and APIs to accomplish customization.
This paper focuses on the customization of
Notes. The feasibility of customization of
Notes has been demonstrated by a number of
large-scale projects. One such effort reports the
following experiences [12]:

moderate amount of newly developed customization code.
mixed: These systems contain several (heterogeneous) COTS components to provide
large-scale functionality that is otherwise
not available. They have a significant
amount of glue code and are often difficult
to develop and maintain.
In our current research, we target intermediate systems (i.e., only a single host application
is selected and customization is done programmatically).

“Users and developers have been positive about Notes. Advantages cited
include the relative ease of learning
how to develop basic applications, the
relatively short development cycle—
from a few days to a couple of weeks
per applications—and the fact that
users’ suggestions and feedback can
be incorporated into the applications
with relative ease and can be done on
a continuous basis.”

2.2

2.3

Target Users

Another important consideration are the
users that the application targets. Karsten
[11]reviewed 18 case studies of organizations’
use of Notes and splits them into three groups:
exploratory, expanding, and extensive use of
Notes. Organizations with extensive use of
Notes had the following commonalities [11]:

Host Applications

The development approach that we describe
grafts domain-specific functionality on top of
highly customizable tool foundations—we call
these tools host applications.
There is a broad range of candidates for host
applications. In our current research, we focus
on office suites (e.g., Microsoft Office, Lotus
SmartSuite, and OpenOffice) and productivity
tools (e.g., Lotus Notes and Microsoft Project).
From the programmer’s point of view, these
tools have commercial-of-the-self (COTS) characteristics. Other promising candidates are extensible IDEs (e.g., Eclipse).
We classify systems that use COTS components based on the scheme proposed by Carney
[2]:

“In all these cases, there were several
applications that were tied directly
into established work practices. Application development was conducted
as a careful process, with prototypes
and user involvement.”
Thus, in the best case, the host application
is a fundamental part of the users’ work processes. Evidence of such a mission-critical tool
are local developers (“gardeners”) that work
on customizations for their group. This has
been observed, for example, for CAD systems
[6]. An other example is the IBM Toronto Lab,
which has a dedicated development group to
customize Notes.
Host applications that are based on familiar
office tools provide a number of potential benefits to users:

turnkey: These systems use a single COTS
component on which they heavily depend.
Typically, customization is quite limited
and non-programmatic.

a familiar GUI: The user interacts with a familiar environment and paradigm. Application knowledge (a.k.a. cognitive support
[26]) has been typically built up by the
user over years. Since the users are already
familiar with the standard functionality,
they can concentrate on learning the additional, domain-specific functionality (incrementally).

intermediate: These systems are also built on
a single COTS component, but also “have
a number of customized elements specific
to the given application.” The amount of
customization can vary, but does not fundamentally change the nature of the employed COTS component and results in a
3

tool interoperability: Office tools interoperate among each other via cut-and-paste
and (file-based) import/export facilities.

is similar to Rigi as a case study. Rigi has been
under development for over a decade in our research group at the University of Victoria. Because of our previous tool building experience
with Rigi, we are already familiar with the application domain and can focus on understanding customizations with Notes.

tool support: Popular tools come with a
large infrastructure that provides useful
information to the user. For example, (online) publications discuss how to use a tool
most effectively. Mailing lists and discussion forums help troubleshoot users’ problems.
Stand-alone research tools are typically found
lacking in all of the areas outlined above.

2.4

Selection of Host Applications

Selection of a host application is a trade-off decision. When deciding on a suitable host application, one typically has to choose among
several possible candidates. A host application has to satisfy two main criteria: it has
to (1) provide a suitable baseline environment
for extension, and (2) be familiar to its target users. The former criterion shortens the
development life cycle while the latter can accelerate the adoption. Sometimes, these two
criteria may conflict with each other. Our host
application for RENotes is Lotus Notes. The
decision to select Notes was based on its large
user base in companies and its customization
flexibility. Although we did not formally evaluate the trade-offs, our observations and discussions with developer at the IBM Toronto
Lab hold up our assumptions. Notes appears
to be the most pervasive application within
the IBM Toronto Lab. Besides its use as a
group and peer-to-peer communication infrastructure, Notes is the host application for tens
of customized applications used by the Lab employees. About seven developers in the Lab are
currently involved in development and maintenance of these applications.

3

Figure 1: The Rigi reverse engineering tool.

Rigi is an interactive, visual tool designed
for program understanding and software redocumentation. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of
Rigi. The core of Rigi is a generic graph editor
enhanced with domain-specific functionality for
reverse engineering tasks. Rigi uses typed, directed graphs to convey information about the
target software system. Nodes of the graph
represent artifacts of the system (e.g., functions, variables, and types) and directed arcs
represent artifact relationships (e.g., functions
calls, assignments to variables, and type declarations). A simple example of a Rigi view is the
subject system’s call-graph. Nodes in the callgraph represent functions of the program and
arcs represent calls between functions. Different kind of nodes and arcs are visualized with
different colors. Rigi offers operations to select
and filter the arcs and nodes in a graph and allows to apply several graph layout algorithms.
Even though Rigi can be customized with Tcl
scripting, it is a stand-alone application that is
not easy to integrate with other tools. Most notably, short of taking screenshots, Rigi graphs
cannot be exported to other applications. This

The Rigi Reverse Engineering Tool

In order to gain experiences and validate our
tool development approach, we decided to build
a reverse engineering tool on top of Notes that
4

is a severe drawback, because Rigi graphs are
the main work products of the reverse engineering activity, usually becoming part of the system documentation [27].
Leveraging office tools to build reverse engineering functionality seems a promising approach because the reverse engineering process
for a larger legacy system is both documentintensive and collaborative. An important
problem is the task of organizing and archiving of obtained reverse engineering results, so
that they are available for future system evolution. As described in Section 4, Notes has
features that address these problems.

4

databases.
IBM itself is another example of a company
that uses Notes extensively. From our observations at the IBM Toronto Labs, Notes has
been customized for a wide variety of application, ranging from a simple carpool database
to a project application that allows a development team to organize the work-products of
their project. With the Domino Web server,
Notes applications can be published on the
Web. When an HTTP request accesses a
database, Domino translates the document to
HTML. Thus, certain applications can be made
accessible with both Notes and a standard Web
browser. At the Toronto Lab, Domino servers
within the intranet allow Web access to applications.

Lotus Notes/Domino

Lotus Notes/Domino is a popular groupware
product that is used by many organizations
[10]. It is important to realize that Notes has
more to offer than email support. In fact, it is
often mentioned as the main software for supporting collaboration and its use is extensively
studied by researchers in the area of computer
supported collaborative work [11].
Based on the client/server model, Lotus
Notes/Domino is often used to construct an internal information platform for an organization
[4]. In this platform, all information is represented as documents, which are stored and
organized in databases. Domino acts as the
server, providing database access; Notes hosts
the client applications that access the database.
In Notes, shared databases are the backbone
that enables collaboration among members in
an organization.
For many organizations Notes is a critical
part of their IT infrastructure. An example
is Statoil, a Norwegian state-owned oil company [17]. Statoil has a full company license
making it one of the world’s largest users of
Notes. Five years after its introduction in 1992,
Notes had diffused to most of the company’s
17000 employees, and its use was made mandatory. Statoil’s geographical distribution (4050 sites) makes collaboration-based features attractive. The following collaborative features of
Notes are leveraged: email, document management, workflow, electronic archive, group calendar, news and bulletin boards, and discussion

4.1

Features

Before deciding on a host application, it is important to understand its key features. The
host’s baseline functionality and customization
mechanisms determines its suitability for building domain-specific functionality on top of it.

Figure 2: Lotus Notes mail application.

The user leverages the following features
of Notes’ baseline environment when using
RENotes:
User interface: Notes has a mature (if idiosyncratic) user interface that has been
consecutively refined over six major releases. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the
5

latest release, Lotus Notes 6. The user interface includes a menu bar, a bookmark
bar, a tool bar, a status bar and a set
of window tabs. Tabs make it easy for
user to switch to different applications and
databases. Most of the GUI elements can
be customized. Furthermore, each tab has
its own set of task-specific menu items and
buttons. The mail tab, for example, has
a button to compose a new email (“New
Memo”) and a pull down menu with several options on how to reply to the currently selected email (“Reply”).

information exchange, retrieval, storage,
and consolidation is facilitated. Workflow
applications guide users through certain
tasks that they have to perform as part
of their work. Such guidance can reduce
overhead and mistakes, thus speeding up
processes.
Search: Notes has automatic search capabilities as well as full-text indexing support.
Users can give keywords in the search bar
to retrieve matching documents sorted by
significance. For example, users can search
a certain folder in the mailbox database.

Document-based database (DBD): The
documents in each database are organized
with views and folders. In Notes, every
document is a basic data unit that contains a set of data fields. In this respect,
a document is similar to a record in a
relational database; however, a document
in Notes can be composed of an arbitrary
number of fields. Since all documents
adhere to this schema, it is possible to
access, manage, and manipulate diverse
documents in a uniform manner. Notes
databases support many data types,
including text, pictures, sound, video,
file attachments, embedded objects, and
applets.

Security: In many large organizations, access
to information in databases needs finegrained access control as well as security mechanisms for authentication. Every Notes user has a digital ID and access
can be granted at different level, from the
server down to individual document fields.

5

RENotes Case Study

RENotes is our reverse engineering application
that we built as a case study to gain experiences
with our approach to tool-building. It leverages Notes features wherever possible, supplementing them with custom functionality where
needed. In this section, we describe RENotes’
architecture and implementation, list the supposed benefits to its adoption, and relate our
experiences with implementing and using the
application.

Script automation: Users often take advantage of customization to automate work.
A study about the customization behavior
of 51 users in a Unix environment found
that users “were most likely to customize
when they discovered that they were doing something repeatedly and chose to automate the process” [13].

5.1

Notes provides users agent and actions to
accomplish automation. Actions are integrated into the GUI and activated by users
(e.g., by pressing a button). Agents, which
run on the server, can be triggered by certain events (e.g., expiration of a timer).

Architecture and Implementation

RENotes has been implemented with standard
three-layer architecture. Its major components
are shown in Figure 3. RENotes represents the
structure of the system under examination with
a typed, directed, attributed graph, similar to
the one used in Rigi (see Section 3). The graph
is initially produced using existing source code
parsers (e.g., Rigi’s cparse for C, or the CPPX
fact extractor for C++ [3]) and saved in Graph
Exchange Language (GXL) format [9]. GXL is
a XML-based exchange format popular in the
reverse engineering community. Its syntax is

Collaboration: Typical Notes applications
are message exchange, information sharing, and workflow. By sending and receiving emails, members exchange messages in
an organization. By accessing document
in shared databases on servers, distributed
6

defined with an XML Document Type Definition (DTD).

Figure 3: RENotes’ layered architecture.
Figure 4:
database.

The generated GXL file can be imported into
RENotes as a Notes database through a Java
agent. In order to perform the transformation,
the GXL file is parsed into an XML Document
Object Model (DOM) tree. The XML DOM
tree is then traversed and elements are converted into the Domino Object Model.
Notes exposes its internal state with the
Domino Object Model [25]. This model allows programmatic access to and manipulation
of the databases and application services. It
has been implemented for a broad range of languages, including the Formula language, Lotus Script, Visual Basic, JavaScript, and Java.
Each object defines a set of properties and
methods. For example, the NotesDocument object represents a document in a database and
has the method AppendItemValue to add a new
field to the document.
The graph to database mapping is simple:
each node and arc is mapped to a separate
new document with an automatically generated unique identifier. The type and other
attributes of each graph element are saved in
the corresponding document’s fields. Figure 4
shows a database with a small graph of 14
nodes. During the import, the graph is also
checked against a source code language-specific
domain schema, encoded in XML and held in
a separate Notes document. This ensures that
the graph is well-formed and meaningful so that
other tools can use it safely.
Once the data has been imported, users
can manipulate the documents with all the

Nodes in a sample RENotes

usual Notes tools. They can search for specific nodes or arcs by keyword (cf. Figure 5),
or create filtered, sorted views of the (automatically indexed) database based on complex
queries. The documents can also be accessed
through Notes’ standard automation features,
allowing users to write ad-hoc scripts to perform more complex operations such as bulk attribute changes or transitive closures on the
system’s directed relationships. The user can
also select from a set of predefined scripts that
perform typical reverse engineering tasks such
as to find all callers of a function or accessors
of a field. These existing scripts provide useful templates as a starting-point for users that
want to write their own scripts.
Access to the RENotes databases is controlled by Notes’ security features; RENotes
defines some common user roles with various
degrees of privilege, restricting users’ actions
with fine granularity. All this functionality is
leveraged unchanged from Notes and should be
familiar to its users.

5.2

Visualization

The generic textual list views provided by
Notes are often not optimal for exploring the
structure of a system, so RENotes provides a
custom-built graphical visualization. The user
7

Figure 5:
database.

schema to map their properties to visual attributes. The browser offers basic navigation,
manipulation (most notably filtering of nodes
and arcs), and layout controls to help the user
investigate the system’s structure.
When the user exits the graph browser, its
state is saved in the corresponding perspective
document, encoded as XML. This allows the
developer to resume exploration of the graph in
a subsequent session. Each perspective document thus represents a separate persistent view
on the system graph; the same node may be independently present in many perspectives. The
graph visualization can also be saved in Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) format [5], so that
it can be embedded into other documents or
shared with people who are not using RENotes
or do not have the access privileges necessary
to open a perspective document.

Keyword search of a RENotes

first selects a subset1 of nodes to visualize. References to the nodes are gathered into a perspective document from which the user can pop
up the RENotes graph browser (cf. Figure 6).

6

There are other office tools besides Notes that
are promising candidates for host applications.
In related projects in our group we extend Microsoft Visio and PowerPoint to visualize and
manipulate Rigi graphs [16]. Other research,
discussed in the following, has leveraged office
tools as well to build software engineering functionality.
Desert is an open tool environment consisting of several loosely coupled components
[19]. One of these components is a specialized editor for source code and architecture documentation. This editor is based on
Adobe FrameMaker and uses a wide variety
of FrameMaker’s functionality, such as syntax
highlighting with fonts and colors, graphic insets, and hypertext links. FrameMaker is extended via the Frame Developer’s Kit API.
Riva and Yang have developed a software
documentation process that uses Rigi to visualize software artifacts [20]. They used Rigi’s
scripting capabilities to export this information
to Visio as a UML model. The authors take
also advantage of Visio’s ability to export Visio UML drawings as HTML to Web-enable the
documentation.
The Visual Design Editor (VDE) is a
domain-specific graph editor implemented with

Figure 6: Visualization of a RENotes database.

The browser—written in Java using the
open-source, Swing-based JGraph [1] graph
editing toolkit and embedded in the RENotes
database—provides a visual representation of
the nodes and all relationships between them.
All graphical elements are connected to the underlying Notes documents, using the domain
1 The

Related Work

subset may, in fact, be the whole graph.
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VisualBasic on top of PowerPoint [7]. VDE
personalizes PowerPoint with new pull-down
menus and icons. The authors state: “PowerPoint offers a highly functional GUI for interactively designing presentation graphics. Virtually every part of that GUI is useful, without
modification, as part of our design editor.”
Tilley and Huang report on their experiences
with an industrial client in implementing a software visualization and documentation system
in Visio [22]. Visio was selected after evaluating the visualization capabilities of several
candidate tools. The authors were constrained
in their technology choices by the client’s policies. For example, ”the company reasonably
requested that professional support be available for whichever tools were selected. This
requirement immediately ruled out almost all
academic and research tools.” Among the identified benefits of Visio was that the client already employed Visio in their development process and had a set of custom-developed stencils
to represent their software artifacts.
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tential the Notes environment provides, as opposed to writing new code from scratch.
As with any framework, there are also some
limitations. Notes does not let Java clients
control its user interface, preventing the graph
browser from tightly binding visualized node
selection to a Notes document view. While
other APIs (for example, the Notes C API) may
afford more control, we did not consider these
languages suitable for rapid development of reliable software. There are also potential issues
with scaling RENotes to handle larger systems.
While we did not try large-scale experiments,
we are cautiously optimistic on this count since
Notes’ database kernel has been refined and optimized over the last decade.

7.2

RENotes made substantial strides towards improved adoption by building on top of Notes.
Notes’ relatively large user base (as compared
to research prototypes) means that support
is plentiful and basic training easy to obtain.
Since RENotes reuses many of Notes’ features,
the learning curve is significantly lowered for
existing users, and even new users benefit from
Notes’ support network. Notes also has a mature, coherent user interface and many convenient tools, such as search and filters. Together with Notes’ popularity, this should make
RENotes more appealing to domain experts
with no reverse engineering experience.
Notes support for ad-hoc end-user programmability is also critical to reverse engineering efforts. Many reverse engineering tasks
are tedious to perform manually and, if so accomplished, cannot be recorded and reused.
Notes is fully scriptable and even offers users a
choice of programming languages that cover the
spectrum of formality, letting them pick a tool
appropriate for the task at hand. The abundance of scripting options also makes it more
likely that a user already knows at least one of
them, further lowering the barrier to adoption,
and comparing favorably with research prototypes that normally support at most one scripting method.
Building on Notes also lets us leverage its
support for collaboration, which should become
more important as reverse engineering projects

Conclusions

Even at this early stage, the RENotes project
has generated some interesting insights and potential benefits to adoption, though more work
is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of our
approach.

7.1

Benefits to Adoption

Development Experience

Building our application in Lotus Notes rather
than stand-alone has greatly reduced our development effort. The benefits of reusing Notes
functionality more than offset the overhead of
adapting to a new development environment,
reducing lines of code by an (estimated) order
of magnitude. This also allowed us to build several prototypes to verify and test the feasibility
of our ideas.
The JGraph framework proved also very
helpful: the graph browser application weighs
in at less than 4000 lines of code. By comparison, Rigi has about 30000 lines of C/C++
code, though it provides a richer feature set
than RENotes does. Overall, the majority of
the effort was directed at leveraging the po9

grow more complex. RENotes databases also
integrate well into the Notes workspace and can
be linked to other databases employed by the
user. By providing GXL import and SVG export capabilities, RENotes also integrates well
with applications outside Lotus Notes, making
it easier to fit into an existing workflow.

7.3

include software engineering, XML technology,
and CSCW.
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Future Work

In future work, we will add more of the Rigi
functionality and reverse engineering capabilities to RENotes. Furthermore, we would like to
conduct a user study with software engineers at
the IBM Toronto Lab to gain a better understand if, and how, RENotes lowers the adoption barrier. Furthermore, we want to observe
how effectively Notes’ baseline environment is
utilized by RENotes users and how users will
integrate RENotes into their work environment
and processes.
The work on RENotes described in this paper is part of ACRE V1.0 [16], the first version of the software evolution environment under development at the University of Victoria
as part of our Adoption-Centric Reverse Engineering (ACRE) project [15]. In addition to
RENotes it consists of several other software
visualization engines on top of various office
products (e.g., Microsoft Excel, PowerPoint,
and Visio). We plan to compare and evaluate
our experiences with these approaches and use
the implementations for user studies targeted
to the question of how to further (industrial)
adoption of research tools.
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